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Introduction
• How will Wellington’s central city develop as we gradually 

recover from COVID? 
o can we even assume we are in a post-COVID period?

• Will Wellington’s population continue to grow at the 
forecast rate?

• Does the current and future population have adequate 
opportunity to relate to our green and open spaces? 

• What about the ongoing climate change and biodiversity 
crises?
o other sustainability and planning challenges that 

central Wellington is facing?

thespinoff

Wellington Times



Population projections

• Current population         

c. 215,000

• Effect of internal and 

international emigration/ 

immigration?

• Commuting patterns into 

the central city?



Climate change projections

• Sea level rise 

• Higher intensity rainfall
• >25% increase in the daily 

precipitation on the top 

1% of rainy days per 

annum by 2100

Flooding risks

Stantec, for Wellington Water, 2018



• Contact with nature very important for health 
& wellbeing

• Mostly this contact is provided by urban green 
and blue spaces

• They provide many other values 
• A critical part of the city’s infrastructure

• Green infrastructure: “a network providing 

ingredients for solving urban and climatic 

challenges by building with nature”

In the central city, most green infrastructure 
needs to be provided for by council, directly or 
through policy

Why focus on green infrastructure and green 
space in central city?

Council brief:
• Assess current provision (supply) of 

public green space within Wellington 
central city area 

• Assess current and potential need 
(demand) for public green space

• Recommend on GS provisions



Benefits of urban green/blue space & infrastructure

Urban green / blue spaces

Increased resilience to climate change

Increased ecosystem health

Increased human wellbeing
• Physical health
• Psychological health
• Societal and cultural health
• Economic health and stability
• Security

Increased provision of ecosystem services



Ecosystem services and human wellbeing
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Ecosystem services in a Wellington City context
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The Wellington Nature Map (Biophilic Wellington)

Zones (green) and corridors (red lines) of inner 
city biophilic intensity in Wellington

http://wellington.govt.nz/recreation/enjoy-the-outdoors/wellington-nature-map

The importance of connected green spaces

Acknowledgements: Funding for the Wellington Nature
Map from the Wellington City Council is gratefully
acknowledged. Dr M. de Roiste (Victoria University of
Wellington) provided technical assistance in relation to the
GIS and Story Map process. Research assistance and
photography was provided by R. Whale (Wellington Living
Architecture), E. Cruz (École Centrale de Lyon), and K. Milne
(Victoria University of Wellington). Icons were developed by
K. Spencer (Kelly Spencer Graphic Design).

PEDERSEN ZARI, M. 2019. Understanding and 
designing nature experiences in cities: a framework 
for biophilic urbanism. Cities & Health.

http://wellington.govt.nz/recreation/enjoy-the-outdoors/wellington-nature-map


Urban biodiversity in an era of climate change: Towards an optimised landscape pattern in support of indigenous wildlife species in urban New Zealand
Rastandeh, Amin PhD (2018)) https://researcharchive.vuw.ac.nz/xmlui/handle/10063/7979

https://researcharchive.vuw.ac.nz/xmlui/handle/10063/7979


Michaela Thomson, VUW
Master of Landscape Architecture 2019



Wellington inner city green belt / block: biodiversity + human wellbeing



Wellington Inner City Green Belt:
Architecture as green space and 
stepping stone habitat
4th Year Architecture Biophilic Design 
Studio, VUW, 2019 and 2020



Wellington Inner City Green Belt / Block:
Architecture as green space and stepping stone habitat

Taranaki Street,                    Courtenay Place,         Kent / Cambridge Terraces,     Pukeahu National War Memorial



Stacking Green by Vo Trong Nghia + Daisuke Sanuki + Shunri Nishizawa, Ho Chi Minh, Vietnam 



Dockside Green community on 
Vancouver Island, Canada



25 Verde, Turin, Italy, Luciano Pia



Bosco Verticale de Milano, Boeri Studio



EDITT Tower, Ken Yeang, 
Singapore



Green Villa, MVRDV, Netherlands



Tim Donaldson, 4th Year ArchitectureTim Donaldson



Lewis Ellison, 4th Year Architecture

Lewis Ellison



Savannah Hunt, 
4th Year Architecture

Savannah Hunt



Tom Westend, 4th Year Architecture

Tom Westend



Jennifer Koat, 5th Year Architecture



Michaela Thomson, 5th Year Landscape Architecture





Urgent biophilia: green spaces to aid in psychological resilience



"When faced with an urgent disaster or hazardous 

situation, humans as individuals and as communities and 

populations, seek out doses of contact and engagement 

with nature to further their efforts to summon and 

demonstrate resilience in the face of a crisis." Tidball (2012)

An Investigation on Urgent Biophilia
during the COVID-19 Pandemic

Rebecca Barbara Mackinnon, Msc Bio-inspired Innovation



Biophilia
• Subconscious

• Stable periods: expressed at varying degrees

• Often used for recovery of personal hardship

Urgent Biophilia
• Conscious

• Post-disaster context: 'highly sensitized‘

• May compellingly and suddenly come to the fore

• In seeking the affiliation, aiding themselves in recovery

Tanera Park, Aro Valley
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Mental Wellbeing

34%

Recreation

32%

Beauty

19%

Inspiration

10%

Education

5%

Why visit the park?

PHASE 01

Level Four



%

"Park visits helped me 

process my emotions"

Loneliness • Connection

• Safe social distancing

• Fresh perspective

• Clarity of mind

• Reset

• Recentre

Uncertainty

• Conscious reduction of 

anxiety

• Escape   

• Peace

• Moment to be present

Stress

Claustrophobia • Space

• Fresh air

77



Insights 

• People were visiting the park for 
mental wellbeing as much as leisure

• They were satisfying physical AND 
psychological needs

• There was a rediscovery, enhanced 
interest, and realisation of the value 
of local nature for many



• Understanding responses to socio-ecological 

upheaval is important

• The climate crisis likely to increase the frequency 

and severity of ‘events’.

• We must consider who gets access to nature

• Urban green/blue design should be strategic 

• There is an opportunity to harness a refreshed 

appreciation of the value of green/blue space

Implications in a post-Covid19 world 

‘Urgent Biophilia’ 
Documentary. 
By G. Pittar 
youtu.be/HsLSEAfeH8E 

In Crisis, Do We Turn To 
Nature? May 20, 2020 
http://business.scoop.co.nz/2020/05
/20/in-crisis-do-we-turn-to-nature/

http://business.scoop.co.nz/2020/05/20/in-crisis-do-we-turn-to-nature/


Urban green space

• “An area of trees, grass, or other 
vegetation providing for 
environmental, recreational or 
cultural values”

• Not just WCC Parks and Gardens –
also road reserves, other land 
tenures

• Different types of vegetation cover
• Trees, horticulture, grass areas

• Green spaces and blue spaces

• Public spaces and private spaces



Central 
Wellington
census
area units 
and 
population

CAU Popula

tion 

(2013)

Pop’ln

(2043)
High-

growth

scenario

Popl’

growth 

(%)
High-

growth

scenario

Thorndon-

Tinakori

Road

4,100 6,400 50

Lambton 5,600 11,150 92

Willis St -

Cambridge

Tce

7,300 15,900 110

Total

Central

City

17,400 31,080 90

2020 population approx. 25,000

Plus 76,300 commuters coming into central Wellington 
(2013)



Amounts of green space

Land cover

Area (ha)

Thorndon-

Tinakori
Lambton

Willis St-

Cambridge Tce

Central City 

(total)

Discontinuous trees 9.2 1.8 1.3 12.3

Continuous trees 3.2 6.8 0.5 10.5

Hard surfaces 1.4 2.9 2.3 6.6

Grassed areas 4.2 4.5 1.9 10.6

Bushes & horticulture 

areas

0.5 0.3 1.1 1.9

Total (ha) 18.5 16.3 7.1 41.9



Per capita green space availability

CAU Population 

(2013)

Total green 

space* (ha)

Green space 

per capita 

2013 
(m2/person)

Green space 

per capita 

2043 
(m2/person)

Thorndon-Tinakori

Road
4,100 17.3 41 26

Lambton 5,600 12.5 22 11

Willis St-Cambridge Tce 7,300 6.1 8 3

Central City 17,400 34.6 20 10

* Excluding hard surfaces



“Buffers” of green 
space around 
population-
centred centroids



Supply and demand conclusions

• The supply of accessible GS to the current population is unequally 
distributed between the three census area units (CAUs) 
comprising the central city

• These inequalities will increase as the CAU populations grow at 
different rates

• As population and housing density increases, the case for 
improving green space supply increases

• Accessibility issues for young, old & people with disabilities  –
quality considerations



Green space provision as Wellington densifies
• GS “interacts” with other urban infrastructure

• Other public or accessible private space (waterfront, central govt, churches, private 
residential) helps augment council GS

• $ into GS justified as city intensifies: need to maintain QOL & other co-
benefits (e.g. resilience; climate change); benefits to property owners & 
users
• e.g. small “pocket parks”; street corner parks

• Do we need so much car parking as city densifies?

• Council can lead way with policies to encourage & where necessary require 
GS provision 
• Take advantage of opportunities for (small) property acquisition



Recommendations: Improving quantity and quality

• Plan for increased availability, accessibility & quality of green space 
in the central city…
• …in order to provide for the health & wellbeing and amenity benefits of the significantly 

larger future population of the central city

• Green spaces should be seen as vital green infrastructure and an 
integral part of functioning urban (eco)systems

• Resources needed for maintenance and replacement

• “Central city green spaces that enhance ecosystem and 
community health”

• 11 more specific recommendations
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Spares



Categories and types of 
public green space

Parks and 
reserves

Road reserves Other zoned 
areas

Continuous trees 

and forest

Treeland

(discontinuous

trees)

Waterfront
Central Government 
grounds
Schools
NZTA
etc

Classification
As for parks and 
reserves

Treeland Treeland

Bushes, shrubs,  

horticulture areas

Individual trees

Grassed areas Grassed areas

Impervious

surfaces

Impervious

surfaces



Urban green spaces as centres of resilience

record.net.au

www.abc.net.au/news/specials/christchurch-quake/
stuff.co.nz

dailymail.co.uk



Accessibility, quality, and universal design

• Maibritt 
incorporates a 
couple of key ideas 
from following 5 
slides?

Children and adult visitors at the Botanic Gardens, Wellington 
(photographer: ‘Wanderer’)


